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ABSTRACT 
We consider the task of determining tangent spaces for classes of rational matrix 
valued functions. Our analysis is based on methods from control theory, and in 
particular the theory of polynomial models. Explicit descriptions of tangent spaces of 
rational transfer functions, stable rational transfer functions, rational inner functions, 
and symmetric rational transfer functions are obtained. Moreover, a new proof of 
Delchamps's decomposition formula for the tangent bundle of rational transfer 
functions is given. A Riemannian metric as well as a symplectic structure is defined. 
© 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The current activity in research on analog computation and neural net- 
works has led to a resurgence of interest in steepest descent gradient flow 
techniques as a tool to investigate constrained optimization tasks, which are 
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difficult to approach by other methods. To develop gradient flow methods for 
minimizing smooth functions on a manifold requires explicit knowledge of 
tangent spaces as well as specification of a Riemannian metric. Thus it 
becomes important to be able to determine such basic objects from differen- 
tial geometry. As an example of such a constrained optimization problem 
from control theory consider the task of minimizing the H 2 distance of a 
stable transfer function to the class of all stable rational transfer functions of a 
fixed degree. In this example the constraint set is the smooth manifold 
Rat-(n, m, p) of stable, real rational p × m transfer functions of McMillan 
degree n. To determine the gradient flow of the smooth H 2 distance 
function one has to specify a Riemannian metric as well as needing an explicit 
description of the tangent spaces of Rat-(n, m, p). Likewise one might 
consider the optimization task for smooth functions defined on various other 
classes of rational matrix functions. A case of special importance here is the 
class Rat(n, m, p) of arbitrary p × m real rational matrix valued functions of 
constant degree n. In fact, various problems in system identification, model 
reduction, and H ~ control can be cast as minimization problems on mani- 
folds of rational matrix valued functions, thus leading to the demand of 
computing tangent spaces for classes of linear systems. 
Delchamps (1986) was the first who derived an explicit description of the 
tangent bundle of Rat(n, m, p). Using state space methods, he proved that 
the tangent bundle of Rat(n, m, p) has the direct sum decomposition 
T Rat(n, m, p) = Hom(X,RP) • Hom(R m, X) 
Here X denotes the n- dimensional vector bundle on Rat(n, m, p) whose 
fiber at a rational function G ~ Rat(n, m, p) is the abstract state space of the 
system defined by G. Despite the apparent beauty of such a decomposition, 
it is hard to work with it. In fact, the tangent spaces of Rat(n, m, p) are 
themselves vector spaces of rational functions. This interpretation is lost in 
the above description. Thus the question arises how to interpret such a 
decomposition i terms of rational functions. Closely related to the work of 
Delchamps (1986) is the recent work by AIpay, Baratchart, and Gombani 
(1994). They consider the manifold Rat-(n, m, p) of stable rational functions 
as a subspace of the Hardy space H 2. Explicit formulas for the tangent spaces 
as subspaces of H 2 are derived. Moreover a decomposition formula for the 
tangent bundle similar to that of Delchamps is proved. Here the Hilbert 
space structure of the Hardy space H 2 plays an essential role in simplifying 
the analysis considerably. 
In this paper we develop a new approach to determine tangent spaces of 
classes of rational functions. Instead of trying to employ Hilbert space 
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techniques as in Alpay, Baratchart, and Gombani (1994) [which would be 
possible using the factorization of Douglas, Shapiro, and Shields (1971), but is 
restricted to the case of stable rational functions], we heavily use methods 
from the theory of polynomial models. This leads us to interesting interpreta- 
tions of the tangent spaces as rational model spaces for tensor products of 
matrix polynomials. Using state feedback and output injection transformations 
via solutions of the algebraic Riccati equation, an explicit form of the 
Delchamps decomposition is obtained. Thus we prove the existence of a 
canonical decomposition of vector spaces 
T c Rat(n, m, p) = Hom(nm[ z l /Ker  He, Rp) ~ Hom(n m, Im Hc), 
where H c denotes the Hankel operator associated with the transfer function 
G(z). We also describe explicit choices for Riemannian metrics, as well as 
proving that for m = p the space Rat(n, m, p) is a simplectic manifold. The 
previous results of Delchamps (1986) and Alpay, Baratchart, and Gombani 
(1994) follow directly from our results, by minor modifications. 
2. TENSORED POLYNOMIAL MODELS 
Since our results on the representation of the tangent space of 
Rat(n, m, p) are best expressed in terms of a tensored form of polynomial 
and rational models, we develop in this section the basic results about 
tensored polynomials models. Some of these results are needed in the sequel, 
but we feel that they are of intrinsic interest and will be useful for later 
applications. For the standard polynomial model theory, see Fuhrmann 
(1976, 1983) and the further eferences therein, 
Given the space R p× '~ of p × m real matrices, and square matrices A 
and B of size p × p and m X m respectively, we define A ® B : R p × ,n  ....) 
R pxm by 
( A ® B) (X)  = aXB.  
We extend this definition in a natural way to polynomial matrices. 
To define polynomial models in this context we imitate the standard 
construction; see Fuhrmann (1976, 1983). Given nonsingular polynomial 
matrices D 1 and D 2, we define a map "tDI®D 2 :I~P×m[z] ~ I~P×m[z] by 
¢rO,®DF = (D~ ® D2)'n'_ ( (D 1 ® D2) - IF )  = DI[~r_(DFIFD~I)ID2. 
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Clearly, ~rDl®O ~is a projection map, and it is easily computed that 
KerqrD~®/9~ = (D 1 ® D2)IlpXm[z] = DIIIp×m[z]D2. 
Obviously DIIipXm[z]D2 is an R[z] submodule of IlP×m[z]. We set 
XDIOD 2 = Im TI'DI@D 2. 
We then have the following easy characterization f elements of Xo~®o ~. 
An element F ~ XoI®D ~ if and only if Ir+DllFD~ 1 = O, that is, if and only 
if D~IFD~ 1 is strictly proper. This is the analog of the set of all remainder 
polynomials modulo a scalar polynomial d. The tensored polynomial model 
XD~®o ~has a natural R[ z ]-module structure given by 
SDI®D F = Z • F = qrDI®D2ZF. 
The map So~®o 2,a tensored restricted shift operator, is the analog of (in the 
scalar case) the multiplication by z modulo the polynomial d map. This in 
turn is a functional version of the companion matrix; see Fuhrmann [1983, p. 
175]. For the standard multivariable case, see Fuhrmann [1976, Equation 
4.7]. 
As an aside we remark that a representation f the form D1RP×m[z]D2 
is not a general representation f submodules. In fact, if we consider 
i (/all, lx al ax ) a j / 
then .*¢" is a submodule of R2×2[z], but does not have a representation as
= DI I IpXm[z]D2.  
With the polynomial model Xo~®o ~we associate a closely related ten- 
sored rational model X °~® °~ defined by 
XOl®o~ = (D 1 ® D2)-IXo~.o2. 
Clearly, H ~ X °'®°2 if and only if D1HD 2 is a polynomial matrix. The R[z] 
module structure on X Dl®°~ is given by z" H = 7r_zH. 
The importance of also considering rational model spaces is due to the 
fact that it allows us to do computations in a coordinate free way. We proceed 
to compute the dimension of a tensored polynomial model, that is, of 
XDt@D 2" 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. We have 
dim Xo,®o ~ = dim X °~®°~ = m degdet D 1 + p degdet D 2. (1) 
Proof. We give two proofs. The first proof uses the Smith canonical 
form. Assume D 1 ~ RP×P[z] and D 2 ~ Rm×m[z] are both nonsingular, and 
let A 1 = diag(d~ 1). . . . .  dCp 1)) and A 2 = diag(d~ 2). . . . .  d~ )) be their Smith 
forms. Let [71, U2, V1, V 2 be unimodular matrices such that U1D 1 = A1V 1 
and D2U 2 = VzA 2. The polynomial models XDx®O 2and Xa~®a ~ are isomor- 
phic via F ~ 7ra~®a~(U 1 ® U2)F. Thus we have dim Xo~®o ~= dim Xal~a ~- 
Now F = ( f / j )~  Xa~®a ~ if and only if f/j/d}l)d~ 2) is strictly proper, or 
equivalently if and only if deg f/j < deg d} ~) + deg dJ 2). This implies 
P 
dim Xa,®a ~ = E ~ (deg d} 1) + deg dJ ~)) 
i= l j= l  
= m degdet A 1 = P degdet A 2. 
We conclude from this that dim XDI®D 2 = m degdet D 1 + p degdet D 2. 
There is another, independent way to prove the above dimension formula. 
We note that, given a (nonsingular) polynomial matrix D1, there exists a 
unimodular polynomial matrix U 1 such that U1U 1 is in row proper form, with 
row degrees given by A 1 >i .." >1 Ap, and the leading row coefficient matrix 
being the identity. Setting Al(z) = diag(z xl . . . . .  zXp), we have U1D l = A1F 1 
with F 1 biproper and normalized. Similarly, there exists a unimodular matrix 
U~ such that D2U 2 = F2A 2, with A2(z) = diag(z K1 . . . . .  z K-), and r~ 
biproper and normalized. Clearly, degdet D 1 = E/P=IAi and degdet D 2 = 
Now the map F ~ U1FU z provides an isomorphism of Xol®o ~ onto 
Xv~ol®o~v  and in particular these spaces have the same dimensions. Now 
e ~ XUIDI®D2U 2 if and only if 
q 'g . (U1D1) - IF (D2U2)  -1 = 7r . r~- la i - l Fa~lF ;  1 = 0. 
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The last condition is equivalent o 7r÷ A l l FA2  1 ---- 0. NOW F = (Fij) satisfies 
this condition if and only if deg Fij < )t i + Kj, and hence 
dim Xa,®a ~ = Y'~ (A i + Kj) = m degdet  m 1 -~- p degdet  A 2. 
i=1j=1 
We conclude that 
dim XDIOD 2 -~- m degdet  D 1 + p deg det D 2. 
Of  course, as an immediate corollary of the above result, we obtain the 
dimension formula for tens®red rational models: 
d im X DIOD2 = m degdet  D 1 q- p degdet  D 2. 
2.1. Submodules and Factorizations 
As in the ease of regular polynomial models, there is a close connection 
between factorizations and submodules. Assume D 1 ® D 2 = (E  1 ® E2)(F 1 
®F 2)=ELF  1 ®FzE~, i.e., D 1 =E lF  1 and D 2 =F2E 2. Then (E  1 ® 
E2)XF~®F 2 c XD~®D ~is a submodule. However, again, not every submodule 
of Xo~®o ~has such a representation. Special cases are the following trivial 
factorizations. 
D 1 ® D 2 = (D  1 ® I ) (1  ® D2) = ( I  ®D2) (D  1 ® I ) :  
So (D  1 ® I)XI®D2 = {D1PIP ~ l~P×m[z], 7r+PD~ 1 = 0) and ( I  × 
D2)Xo,®I = {RD~ IR ~ RpXm[z], 7r+DllR = 0} are both submodules of 
XD~®D ~, and so is their sum. Thus 
( D 1 ® I)X,®Dz + ( I  ® D2)XDx®, C XDIoD ~. (2) 
Using a dimensionality argument, equality in the previous inclusion would 
follow if and only if 
( D 1 ® I)Xi®o2 N ( I  ® Dz)Xo,®t = O. (3) 
PrtOPOSlTION 2.2. Let D 1 ~ I~pXp[z] and D 2 ~ Rm×m[z] be nonsingu- 
lar polynomial matrices with determinants d I and d~ respectively. Then 
XDI®D ~ = ( D 1 ® I)XI®o2 • ( I  ® D2)XD~®I (4) 
holds if and only if d 1 and d 2 are coprime. 
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Proof. We use the fact that, for any linear transformations A1, A2, there 
exists a nonzero linear transformation Z such that ZA 1 = A 2 Z if and only if 
the characteristic polynomials of A 1, A 2 are coprime. 
We have already noted the inclusion (2), so, using a dimensionality 
argument, it remains only to check the condition (3). Let Q ~ (D 1 ® 
I)X1®o~ tq ( I  ® D2)XDI®t. Then Q = RD 2 = D1P with D{IR  and PD~ 1 
strictly proper. The equality RD 2 = D1P implies the existence of a homo- 
morphism Z: XD~ --* XD,, given by Zf = 7rD R f ,  i.e., we have ZSD~ = SolZ. 
Now the characteristic polynomials dI and d 2 of SD1, So~, are coprime if 
and only i f  Z = 0 is the only intertwining map. Thus necessarily R -- D1T 
holds for some polynomial matrix T and hence also P = TD 2. Therefore 
T = D{IR  is strictly proper and a polynomial simultaneously, so necessarily 
T = 0, which in turn implies Q -- 0. 
Conversely, assume (4) holds, which implies (3). This in turn implies the 
nonexistence of a linear transformation i tertwining SD, and SD. It follows 
that the respective characteristic polynomials d1 and d 2 are coprime. • 
2.2. Quotient Modules 
Let G be a p ><, m strictly proper rational functions having the polyno- 
mial coprime factorizations 
G = D- 'N  = ND -1 (5) 
We consider next the tensored polynomial model X~® D" As a special case of 
Equation (2) we see that 
Dx, (6) 
Our aim is to give a characterization f the quotient module X~®D/(DXI® o 
+ XD® I D). To this end we need to introduce intertwining maps. Given linear 
transformations A and B, we say that a linear transformation Z intertwines A
and B if ZA = BZ. The set of all linear transformations intertwining A and 
B is a linear space, which we denote by Intw( A, B). 
Now with the coprime factorizations (5) we associate two linear transfor- 
mations S o : X o --~ X o and S~: X~ -~ X~, defined by Sof  = 7to zf  for 
f ~ XD and analogously for SD. It is a basic result concerning polynomial 
models (see Fuhrmann, 1976) that Z ~ Intw(S D, S~) if and only if there exist 
polynomial matrices A and 27 satisfying 2TD = DA and Z is defined by 
ZfTr~ Af. The polynomial matrices A and 2~ are uniquely determined if we 
require D-1A = AD-1 be strictly proper. Moreover, Z is injective if and 
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only if D, A are right coprime, and Z is surjective if and only if D, A are left 
coprime. Since the factorizations (5) are assumed coprime, and the factoriza- 
tions are equivalent o ND = DN, it follows that Sg and S o are similar. In 
particular D and D have the same invariant factor s. 
We can state and prove now the principal result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a p × m strictly proper rational functions 
having the polynomial coprime factorizations (5). Then there exists a linear 
isomorphism 
Xg®D/( DX,® D + X~®tD) = IntW(SD, Sg) (7) 
and 
d imlntw(So ,  S~) = 81 + 382 + ... +(2p  - 1)8p, (8) 
where 8 i=degd i, i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Proof. We assume p ~< m. The case p > m can be treated in  a com- 
pletely analogous way. Let dl . . . . .  dp and d 1 . . . . .  d m be the monic invariant 
factors of D and D respectively, ordered so that d~ld_ l  and d i ld  ~_1. 
Obviously, as S~ and S o are similar, we have d i= di for i = 1, . . . ,  p and 
dp+ 1 . . . . .  d m = 1. I f  n is the McMillan degree of G, it is clear that 
m n = Ei=18i. 
Assume now without loss of generality that D = diag(d 1 . . . . .  dp) and 
D = diag(d 1 . . . . .  de). Then 
X~®o = {(pi~)ldeg p,j < ~i + 8j} 
and, as we have seen already, dim X~® D = n( p + m). Symbolically we can 
write X~® D = (Xd,dj). Next, observe that 
D--'XI® D -t- XD®ID = ((dif i j  q- gijdj)ldegfij  < 8j and deg gij < ~i}. 
Now 
djXd,, j>~i ,  
{(d,f,j + g,jdj)ldegf, j < anddeggq < 8i} = diXdj, j ~ i .  
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So, symbolically, 
DXI® D .-}- X~®ID = 
( diXd~ d2Xd ' . . .  dmXd I i 
d2 Xd~ d2 Xd~ "'" dm Xd~ 
• . * 
I dp Xd, d~ Xd2 "'" d m Xdp 
This implies, for the case p ~< m, 
dim( DXi® D + X~® I D ) 
= (p  +m-  1)61 + (p  +m-3)6  2+' ' -  +(m-p  + 1)6p 
and so 
dim[ X~®o/( DX,." + X~®tD)] 
=n(p  +m)  - [ (p +m-  1)3, + (p  +m-3)  6 z+. - -  
+(m-p  + 1) 6p] 
~--- 61 + 362 + "'" "}- (2p  -- l )  6p. 
Next we compute Intw(S o, S~). Let A and B be matrices atisfying 
AD = DB, with deg aij < 6i and deg b,j < 6j. Equivalently, deg a,jdj = 
d,deg b~j. So if i<~j we have dj I d,. Let, for j >1 i, e,j = dJdj. Thus 
aij = eijb q and deg eij = 6 i - 6j. Thus we have 
Intw(St), S~) = 
Xd 1 el2 Xd 2 "" elm Xd 1 
Xd 1 Xd 2 "'" e2, n Xd 2 
Xd 1 Xdp "'" epm Xdp 
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Note that the last m - p columns are all zero. From this we conclude that 
d imlntw(S  o, S~) = 31 + 33z + ... +(2p  - 1)6p. 
Note that 
31 + 332 + ... +(2p  - 1)3p 
+[ (p  + m - 1)31 + (p  + m - 3)62 + "" +(m -p  + 1)3p]  
P 
= ~; '~(p+m)3,=(p+m)n.  
i~l 
To conclude the proof, we define a map ~b : X~s D ~ Intw(S D, S~) by 
/ f l l  f12. " " f lm 
e127rd2f12 "'" elmqrdmflm i 
7rd~fz 2 "" e2Jr~.mflm ) " 
 dpf 2 "'" 
It is easy to check that 
m 
Ker~b = DXI® o -k X~®ID. 
Also, from 
eijCrdjXd,dj = eijXdj, j > i, 
~rd, Xd,dj = Xd, , j <~ i, 
it follows that ~b is surjective. From this, by considering the map induced by 
~b, the isomorphism (7) follows. • 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let G be a p × m strictly proper rational function 
having the polynomial coprime factorizations (5). Let 31,..., 3p be the 
degrees of the invariant factors of D. Then for the commutant C( S D) = {Z I 
ZS o = S D Z} we have the dimension formula 
dimC(SD) = 31 -[- 332 -[- ... --[-(2p - 1)3p. 
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2.3. Hankel Operators 
Given two rational functions G 1 and G 2 of sizes Pl X m 1 and Pe x m e 
respectively, the Hankel operator Hcl®C ~ : Rm'xp2[z] ~ z-lRplXm~[[z-1]] i s  
defined by 
Hc~c2F = 7r_(G 1 ® Ge)F. 
Assume now that G i --- D~-INi = N i D~ -1 are left and right coprime factoriza- 
tions. Then it is trivial to verify that 
Ker HGI®G 2 D (D 1 ® Dz)Rmlxp2[ Z ], 
Im HGI®G 2 C X ~1®D2. 
(9) 
However, for these inclusions to be replaced by equalities, extra conditions 
have to be imposed with are tantamount to the nonexistence of zero-pole 
cross cancellations. 
2.4. Duality 
We discuss briefly the essentials of duality theory in the context of 
tensored polynomial models. 
We can identify the dual space of RmXp[z] with the space 
z-IRp×m[[z-1]] by letting, for H ~ z-tRpxm[[z-1]] and P ~ amXp[z], 
[H,  P] = (tr He)_ ,  = t r (HP)_ l .  
where (X)_ l denotes the residue of a Laurent series of X, i.e., for X(z) = 
E~=_ ~xi z i we let (X)_ 1 = x_ 1. The availability of this pairing allows us to 
prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let D 1 ~ RpXp[z] and D 2 ~ Rm×m[z] be nonsingu- 
lar. Then we have the identification 
xD,®D2.= (RpXm[zl/D1Rp×m[zlD2)*, (10) 
where the dual space is defined with respect to the pairing defined for 
H ~ X OI®D2 and P ~ I~p×m[z] by 
[H,  P] = (tr HP)_ I  = t r (HP)_ l .  (11) 
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Proof. We show that X D'®D2 is the annihilator of the submodule 
(9  2 ® D1)Rm×P[z].  Note that if P ~ (D 2 ® D1)Rm×P[z] and H ~ X ol®o2, 
then H = D~ITD~ 1 and P = D2TD 1 for some polynomial matrices S and 
T. Therefore 
[H ,P ]  = ( t rD l lSD;1DzTD1)_ I  
= ( t rSD;1DzTD1D;1)_  1 = ( t rST)_  1 = O. 
This shows that X °~*°~ c ((D 2 ® D1)RmXp[z])  ± . 
Conversely, let H ~ (( D 2 ® D1)Rm×p[z]) x . Then, for every polynomial 
matrix P, we have 
0 = [H, D2PD1] = t r (HD2PDa)_  1 = t r (D1HD2P)_  1. 
This shows that D1HD z is a polynomial matrix and hence that H ~ X DI®Dz 
The representation (10) follows from this. • 
2.5. Direct Sum Decompositions 
The direct sum decomposition given in Proposition 2.2 is of importance in
the proof and application of Theorem 3.1. In the next proposition we show, in 
the scalar case, how to actually compute this decomposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let d 1, d 2 be coprirne polynomials. Then: 
1. We have 
Xdld2 = Xd2d l  = d lX~ • d2Xa 1. (12) 
2. Given f ~ Xd,d~, f=  d , f  1 + d2f  2, with f l  ~ Xd~ and f2 ~ Xal, then 
f l  = 1%alfz,  
(13) 
where a l, a 2 are any solutions of the Bezout equation 
aid 1 + a2d ~ = 1. (14) 
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3. We have 
xdld2 = Xdl ~ X d2. 
4. I f  h ~ X a'a~ and h = h 1 + h 2 with h, ~ X d', then 
h 1 = nal /d2(did ~) h, 
h 2 = Ha~/d~(dld~)h. 
Proof. Part 1 follows from the Chinese remainder theorem. 
2~ By coprimeness, there exist polynomials al, a 2 such that 
aid I +a2d 2 = 1. 
Consequently we have the doubly comprime factorization 
(az a I ) (d  2 a I )=(1 ~) 
d I -d  2 d 1 -a  2 0 
and hence also 
al)(a2 al)  10  
d 1 -a  2 d 1 -d  2 0 1 " 





Zf  = ~rd a l f .  (17) 
--* Xd~ is given by Z- lg  = ~rdalg. Indeed, we have We claim that Z-1 : Xa 2 
Z- IZ f  = ~rd alTrdf l l f  
= ~rda ld l f  = ~rd~(ald ~ + d2a2) f  
= 7rd J= f .  
Now, given f ~ Xu,d2, we would like to decompose it relative to the direct 
sum decomposition (12). Writing f = d l f  ~ + d2f  2, with f l  ~ Xal and ./'2 ~ 
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Xd2, we compute 
7rd~ f = ~ra~(d~f  + d2f2 ) = ~d d l f t  = Zfl , 
and hence 
f l = Z-17rd~f = ~'d~al Trd~f = ~a~alf . 
That is, f l  = 1rd~alf. Similarly we get f2 = 7rdla2f. 
Part 3 follows from (12) on multiplying by (dldz) -1. 
4: Assume now instead that we want to compute a decomposition relative 
to the related direct sum decomposition X ala~ = X al ~9 X ~. For h ~ X ala~ 
we let f = dxd2h and h = h 1 + h2, with h i ~ Xa. Clearly h 1 = d~l.rrd a l f  
= "tr_d~lalf, or 
hi = Hd~la l f  " (18) 
Analogously, we have 
h2 = Uar,,~f. (19) 
These equations exhibit the close relation of Hankel operators to projection 
operators. This completes the proof. • 
3. THE TANGENT SPACE OF Rat(n, m, p) 
Let Rat(n, m, p) denote the set of all p × m strictly proper real rational 
transfer functions G ~ Pt(z) pxm of McMillan degree 6(G) = n. Every such 
transfer function Rat(n, m, p) has a minimal (that is, reachable and observ- 
able) realization ( A, B, C): 
G( z) = C( zI - A ) - I  B, 
n×n I~nXm, R p×n. where A ~ R , B ~ and C ~ Moreover, by the state space 
isomorphism theorem, any two such minimal realizations (A1, B1, C1) and 
(A2, B2, C 2) are related via a uniquely determined similarity transformation 
T ~ GL(n) such that 
( A2, B2,C2) = (TA1T -1,TB 1,C1T-1). 
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It is a well-known fact, from the very beginning of the parameterization 
theory of linear systems, that the rational function space Rat(n, m, p) is a 
smooth manifold of dimension n(m + p); see e.g. Clark (1976). Thus it 
makes sense to consider the tangent spaces of Rat(n, m, p). In the sequel we 
will always denote by Tc Rat(n, m, p) the tangent space of Rat(n, m, p) at an 
element G. The collection of all such tangent spaces with different base 
points G forms a smooth manifold, the tangent bundle T Rat(n, m, p), which 
is in fact a smooth vector bundle on Rat(n, m, p). We mention that in the 
more recent paper by Mann and Milgram (1991) a description of the normal 
bundle of Rat(n, m, p) can be found. Here however we take a different, 
more algebraic approach to studying the tangent bundle. It may well be 
possible that our approach can be extended to compute the tangent bundle of 
certain smooth compactifications of Rat(n, m, p) as well; see e.g. Ravi and 
Rosenthal (1994). 
As Rat(n, m, p) is a subset of the vector space R(z) of p × m matrices of 
real rational functions, it is natural to consider the tangent spaces 
T c Rat(n, m, p) as linear subspaces of R(Z)  p×m. Thus each tangent vector 
can itself be regarded as a p x m matrix of rational functions. Note that at 
this stage we do not endow the vector space R(Z)  pxm with a manifold 
structure. In fact, it would be somewhat edious to do the subsequent 
construction completely satisfactorily from a differential topology point of 
view. Thus we proceed in a rather formal way. To determine which linear 
subspaces of R(Z)  p×m correspond to the tangent spaces T c Rat(n, m, p) of 
Rat(n, m, p) we proceed as follows. Let R ~ Rat(n, m, p), t ~ Gt,  denote a 
germ of a smooth curve in Rat(n, m, p), passing through G at t = 0. By a 
simple canonical form argument there exist smooth curves t ~ (N t, D t) of 
right comprime matrix polynomials of bounded order such that G t = N t D t 1 
holds for all t sufficiently close to 0. Similarly for left coprime factorizations 
Dt lNt  = G t. Thus every tangent vector of Rat(n, m, p) can be expressed as 
the directional derivative of a smooth curve germ t ~ G t = N t D i- 1 at t = 0, 
using left and right polynomial coprime factorizations. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G = D- IN  = ND -1 be polynomial eft and right 
coprime factorizations of a strictly proper p × m rational transfer function G, 
and let G(z) = C(zI  - A) - I  B be a minimal realization. Then: 
1. The tangent space 3 -o f  Rat(n, m, p) at G is equal to the tensored 
rational model X o ® o. 
2. Let K be any stabilizing state feedback map for A, that is a map such 
that A - BK is stable. Analogously let L be any output injection map such 
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that A - LC is antistable. Let ~, ~ be defined by 
C(z I  - A) -t = D-1W(z) ,  
( zI - A ) - I  B = O(z )D  -a, 
(20) 
and let 
r(z) = ( i  + K~pD -1) = D2D -1 = ( D + K~)D -1, 
F (z )  = ( I  + D- '~L)  = D- tD ,  = ~-1(~ + ~L) .  
Then we have the following direct sum decomposition of the tangent space: 
x ~®°= r{S~D-~[S ~R px"} • {~-I~TIT ~ R"Xm}F. (21) 
3. We have the isomorphisms 
3"= Hom(Rm[z l /D I lm[z ] , I{  p) ~ Hom(R m, X U) (22) 
and 
3-= Hom(Rm[z l /KerHc ,R  p) ~ Hom(Rm, Im He).  (23) 
Proof. 1: Let t ~ G t ~ Rat(n, m, p) be the germ of a smooth curve in 
Rat(n, m, p), passing through G at t = 0, such that the velocity vector at 
t = 0 represents a given tangent vector in T G Rat(n, m, p). Choose smooth 
curves t ~ (Nt ,  D t)  and t ~ (Nt ,  D t) of polynomial left and fight coprime 
factorizations of G t. Let 
G = ~(Gt)  t=0 
denote the velocity vector of G t at t = 0, and similarly for N t, D t, N t, D t. 
Then, by the product rule, 
= ND-1 _ ND-1DD-1 
= I~D -1  _ ~- I~)D- '  
= ~- , (~N-  ~6)D-'. 
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Since DN - N/9 is a p × m polynomial matrix, we have the inclusion 
T a Rat(n, m, p) c X ~®D. 
Both vectors spaces have the same dimension n(m + p). Thus the result 
follows. 
2: Let G(z)  = C(z I  - A ) - IB  be a minimal realization. We have left 
coprime and fight coprime factorizations 
C(z I  - A) -1 = D-1W(z) ,  
( zI - A ) - I  B = dp( z )D  -~. 
(24) 
These factorizations are unique to a common left or right unimodular factor. 
By a result of Hautus and Heymann (1978) and Wimmer (1979), the columns 
of ~I' form a basis of the polynomial model X~. In the same way the columns 
of D-Xxlt form a basis of the rational model X D. Similarly, the rows of 
form a basis of X o, and the rows of dOD - l  form a basis of X D. 
Note that if D -1N = ND -1 are coprime factorizations of G, then 
N(z)  = CdO(z) and N(z)  = xlt(z)B. Let us choose now any stabilizing state 
feedback K that is a map such that A-  BK is stable. Analogously, we 
choose an o.utput injection map L such that A - LC is antistable. Since, 
with D 1 = D + attL and D 2 = D + K~,  we have 
C(z I  - A + LC)  -1 = (D + altL)-lxI t = D~-lxI t, 
( zI - a + BK) - I  B = d~( D + KdP) -1 = dOD~', 
it follows that 
F (z )  = I + KdPD -1 = DzD -1, 
r ( z )  = t +  -I,I,L = D-xO, .  
Using the last equalities and the fact that F and F are biproper, it is clear 
that X~® o and XDI®D ~ agfe equal as sets. 
Having chosen K, L as above, it is clear that D I and D 2 are antistable 
and stab]e respectively, and hence their determinants are coprime po]ynomi- 
als. Thus, by Proposition 2.2, we get the submodule direct sum decomposi- 
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tion 
Xo,®o ~ = ( D 1 ® I)XI®D2 • ( I  ® D2)XD~®,. (25) 
This provides at the same time a direct sum decomposition f X~® o in terms 
of subspaces. More specifically, we have 
XDI®D2 = {018018 ~ lipXn) ~ {~i~ZO2l z ~ linx~}° 
Now X ~®° = (D ® D)-IXU®D = (D ® D)-IXD,®D2. So 
X'~®D = {~- IDlSOD-11S ~ lipXn} ~ {~- I ,TD2D- , [T  ~ lin×m} 
= p{SOD- Is l iv×.} • {D-X~TIT ~ li"×m}F. (26) 
3: Next, we analyze the spaces (SdPD -1 [S E lip×n} and (D-I~TI T
linxm}. We identify the space {D-~TIT  ~ lin×m} with Hom(li m, XW), via 
the linear map which maps D- I~T  into the linear transformation AW-I,T 
Hom(li m, X D) defined by 
Z~-, . r~ = b -~T~ ~ X ~. 
To prove that this defines an isomorphism of vector spaces we show first that 
the map A is injective. Assume A~-I.T = 0. Thus, for each ~, we have 
D- I~T~ = 0. This implies T = 0 by the nonsingularity of D and the 
injectivity of * .  The surjectivity of A then follows by a dimensionality 
argument, as 
dim Hom(R m, X n) = dim{D-l~TI T ~ R nx~} = mn. 
Next we identify {S~D -1 [ S ~ l ipx,)  with Hom(Fm[z]/DFm[z],R p) via 
the linear map tz : { S ~ D -1 IS ~ l i  p x n} ~ Hom( F,,,[ z ]/  DFm[ z ], l ip) given 
by Iz(S~D -1) = tZS~,D-, and 
IZS.D-,f = (SdPD- l f )_ l  E liP. 
Since for each S ~ li  P × n the submodule DR"*[ z ] is contained in the kernel 
of/Zs~D-1, we can look at the induced map on lim[z]/Dlim[z]. Thus /x can 
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be considered to be a linear map from {S~D-Xl  S ~ R p×"} to 
Hom(Fm[ z ] /DF~[  z ], R P). Again, using a dimensionality argument and 
dim{S~D-11S ~ 1~ p×"} = dimHom(Fm[z]/DFm[z],R p) = pn, 
it suffices to show that ~ is injective. Assume /~s~o-' = 0, that is, S~D- l f  
= 0 for all f~  R[z]. This implies that SdPD -1 = T is a polynomial matrix. 
Now S~)D -1 is polynomial and strictly proper at the same time, so necessar- 
fly S = 0 and hence also S~D -1 = O. • 
REMARK 3.1. It is an open problem to find explicit ways to compute the 
decomposition (20) of the tangent space. In the scalar ease such a construc- 
tive approach is available using Proposition 2.4. 
Next we specialize our choice of the state feedback and output injection 
maps, K and L, in such a way that they are both canonical and depend 
smoothly on the transfer function G. In this we follow the ideas of Delchamps 
(1986). 
With any minimal realization G(z) = C(zl - A)-IB, there are associated 
two dual Riccati equations, namely 
A*X + XA - XBB*X + C*C = 0, 
AY + YA* - YC*CY  + BB* = O. 
The first of these equations has a unique maximal, positive definite solution 
X+ that is stabilizing, namely, for which A - BB*X+ is stable. Similarly, let 
Y_ be the unique antistabilizing solution of the second equation, that is, 
A + Y_C*C is antistable. It is well known (see Delchamps, 1984) that both 
solutions depend smoothly on G. Note that X+ and Y_ are related as 
y = - -X+ 1. 
Thus one has to solve only one Riccati equation. 
The biproper functions F and r have now the following realizations 
I') B X+ I " 
Clearly both F and F are independent of the realization and depend solely 
on G. 
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From Theorem 3.1 we deduce the following decomposition f the tangent 
bundle, due to Delchamps (1986). 
COROLLARY 3.1 (Delchamps). There exists an n-dimensional vector bun- 
dle X on Rat(n, m, p) such that the tangent bundle T Rat(n, m, p) is 
isomorphic to the Whitney sum of bundles 
T Rat(n, m, p) --- Hom( X, RP) (D Hom(R m, X). (27) 
Proof. Let X denote the n-dimensional vector bundle X on Rat(n, m, p) 
whose fiber X c at G ~ Rat(n, m, p) is the image space of the Hankel 
operator He. Then Rm[z]//Ker H G is canonically isomorphic to Im H c, and 
therefore we have an isomorphism of vector spaces 
Hom(Rm[ z ]//Ker H G, RP) (9 Hom(R m, Im He) 
- Hom(XG,RP ) (9 Hom(R m, Xc). 
These isomorphisms actually define isomorphisms of smooth vector bundles. 
Thus it remains to show that T Rat(n, m, p) is, as a vector bundle on 
Rat(n, m, p), smoothly isomorphic to the Whitney sum of vector bundles 
Hom(Rm[ z ]//Ker He, R P) (D Hom(R m, Im HG). 
The main new point we have to show is that the isomorphism (23) 
described in Theorem 3.1 depends moothly on G ~ Rat(n, m, p). For this 
we have to choose the state feedback and output injection matrices K and L 
in a smooth way. An appropriate way to do so is via solutions of algebraic 
Riccati equations. Explicitly, let X÷ and Y_ denote the unique positive and 
negative definite solutions of the algebraic Riccati equations 
A'X÷+ X+A - X+BB*X÷ + C*C = 0, 
AY_+ Y_A* + BB* - Y_C*CY_= O. 
By multiplying the first Riccati equation on the left and on the right by 
-X~_ 1, a solution Y_ of the second Riccati equation is obtained. Thus, by 
uniqueness, 
y ~ --X~_ 1. 
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By a result of Delchamps (1984), these solutions depend smoothly on 
(A, B, C). Moreover, it is easily verified that under state space coordinate 
transformations, these solutions change as 
X+(TAT-*,TB,CT -1) = T-*X+( A, B ,C)T  -1, 
Y_(TAT-*,TB, CT -1) = TY_( A, B, C)T. 
Furthermore, A -B/~X+ and A - Y CC are stable and antistable respec- 
tively. Thus K := BX+ and L := Y_ C are appropriate state feedback and 
output injection matrices, which depend smoothly on (A, B, C). Now, with 
these choices of K and L, consider the rational matrix valued functions F 
and F introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Then 
r ( z )  = z + K ,D- '  = I +  X+(zZ - a ) - ln ,  
F( z) = I + D-IWL = I + C( zI - A) - IY_C.  
From the above, F and F are rational functions of McMillan degree n which 
vary smoothly with (A, B, C). Since F and F do not depend on the choice of 
realization (A, B, C) of G, they are actually smooth functions of G 
Rat(n, m, p). This shows that the decomposition of vector spaces (27) is 
actually smoothly varying with G. Thus it defines a smooth bundle isomor- 
phism. This completes the proof. • 
4. THE TANGENT SPACE OF STABLE RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
In the following we specialize the computation of the tangent space to the 
manifold of stable rational transfer functions. Of course the previously 
obtained result, namely Theorem 3.1, holds in this case too. However we can 
reinterpret our result in terms of Douglas-Shapiro-Shields (DSS) factoriza- 
tions and thus make contact with the results of Alpay, Baratchart, and 
Gombani (1994). 
Recall [see Fuhrmann (1981), where a more general result is proved] that 
given G ~ RH+--that is, G is a stable, proper rational p × m matrix valued 
function, where stability means analyticity and boundedness in the open left 
half plane--there xist representations 
G -~- Q- in  = RQ -1 (28) 
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where S, S, Q, Q are all in appropriate._RH ~ _ spaces with Q, Q inner func- 
tions, that is, satisfying Q* Q = i m and Q* Q = Ip. Moreover, these factoriza- 
tions, to which we refer as DSS factorizations, can be taken to be coprime in 
the sense that there exist RH:  solutions to the Bezout equations 
AH + BQ = Im, 
HA + QB = Ip. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G ~ RH~, i.e., it is a p × m real, stable, proper 
rational matrix function. Let G = Q-1R = RQ -~ be left and right coprime 
DSS factorizations of G. Then the tangent space of aat- (n,  m, p) of stable, 
real rational, strictly proper p × m transfer functions at G is given by 
__ e )e -1 ,  (29) 
where H(Q, Q) = {M ~ RH~I Q-1MQ-1 ~ RH+}. 
Proof. Let G = D-1N = ND -1 be polynomial left and right coprime 
factorizations. Clearly D, D are stable, that is they have all their zeros in the 
open left half plane. Let us choose antistable polynomial matrices E and E so 
that DE -1 and ~-1~ are both inner functions in the open left half plane. 
For Q = DE-1 to he inner E must be an antistable solution to the spectral 
factorization problem E*E = D*D. Similarly, E must be an antistable 
solution to the spectral factorization problem EE* = DD*. The inner func- 
tions Q, Q can be obtained also by use of state space methods. In fact, if 
G(z) =~C(zI - A) - IB  is a minimal realization, then 
A + BB*X+ ~ ) 
Q = B'X+ 
where X+ is the positive definite solution to the homogeneous Riccati 
equation A*X + XA + XBB*X = 0. In a completely analogous way we have 
Q= ( A + Y+C*C I Y+C* I 
where Y+ is the positive definite solution to the homogeneous Riccati 
equation AY + YA* + YC* CY = O. 
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Now Rat-(n, m, p) is an open subset of Rat(n, m, p), hence a submani- 
fold. By Theorem 3.1 the tangent space at G is given by~ = X ~®D. So if 
H ~ X ~® D we can write 
H = D-1pD-1 = (D-1E)(E-1pE-1)(ED-I)  
= (E-1D)- I (E-1pE-1)(DE-,)  -1 
= Q-1MQ-1" 
Here Q and Q are, by construction, inner functions in H ~, whereas M is 
clearly real ,  proper rational, and stable. This shows that xO®Dc 
Q-1H(Q,Q)Q-I. Conversely, let H ~ Q-1H(~),Q)Q-1. Then H = 
Q-1MQ-a, where M ~ H(Q, p). Since H = (D-1E)M(ED-1) is analytic 
in the right half plane, so is F.ME. But M is analytic in the open left half 
plane, which shows that necessarily P = EME is a polynomial matrix. This 
implies that H = Q-IMQ-I = D-IpD-I and Q-1H(Q, Q)p- l  c x ~®°. 
Thus equality follows. • 
5. THE TANGENT SPACE OF RATIONAL INNER FUNCTIONS 
We denote by In(n, m) the set of all m × m rational inner functions of 
McMillan degree n. Inner functions are generally of interest only up to a 
right constant unitary factor. We use this freedom to normalize the rational 
inner function G by requiring G(oo) = I. Since inner functions are proper 
and not strictly proper, we cannot view them as embedded in Rat-(n, m, m). 
However, as regarding the tangent space, the extra additive constant does not 
play a role. Since an m × m normalized inner function G with minimal 
realization (A, B, C, I) is completely determined by the similarity orbit of the 
reachable pair (A, B), it is clear from the work of Hazewinkel and Kalman 
(1976) and Helmke (1983) that In(n, m) can be considered as a smooth 
manifold of dimension m. We will proceed with a concrete characterization 
of the tangent space. The result we obtain is very close to that of A1pay, 
Baratchart, and Gombani (1994). 
In the proof of the principal result we shall make use of the following 
proposition, which may be of independent interest. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G be an m × m normalized inner function G with 
minimal realization 
Assume 
G = ND- '  (30) 
is a polynomial right coprime factorization of G. Then: 
1. The expression 
G = N-*D* (31) 
is a left coprime factorization. 
2. The reachability and observability indices of this realization coincide. 
Proof. 1: Since G is inner, it satisfies G = G-*.  This implies 
G = ND -1 = N-*D*,  (32) 
and the last factorization is obviously left coprime. 
2: we give two different proofs. The first is functional, whereas the second 
is state space oriented. 
We assume G has the polynomial coprime factorization (32). Since 
G(oo) = I, the column indices of D and N coincide. The column indices of 
D are the controllability indices of any minimal realization of G. On the other 
hand, using the left coprime factorization in (32), the row indices of N*, 
which are the column indices of N, are the observability indices of any 
minimal realization of G. 
Here we use the state space characterization f inner functions. Since G 
is inner we must have C = -B 'X ,  where X is the positive definite solution 
of the Riccati equation A*X + XA + XBB*X = 0. Since G* = G -1, we 
have 
From the isomorphism of these realizations we conclude that the observabil- 
ity indices of( A*, B*) and (A  + BB*X, B 'X) ,  and hence also of( A, B*, X), 
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coincide. So (A, B) and (A*, XB) have the same reachability indices. But the 
reachability indices of (A*, XB) are the observability indices of (A, - B* X), 
and the proof is complete. • 
We introduce another piece of notation. Given nonsingular m × m poly- 
nomial matrices D] and D 2, we denote by X3sY~o ~ the set of all G ~ XDx ~ o~ 
which are skew symmetric, i.e., satisfy G = -G .  We set 
XasO}m~ v  = ( D1 ® D2) -1 Xt~ymo~ = D{ 1X3~YmD~ ;  ]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G ~ In(n, m). Then 
1. We have 
dim xD}~m o~ = nm. (33) 
2. The tangent space J -of  In(n, m) at G e In(n, m) is xD}~m D~. 
Proof. 1: Without loss of generality we assume 
- B*X 
where X is the positive definite solution of the homogeneous Riceati equa- 
tion A*X + XA + XBB*X = 0. By Proposition 5.1, the reachability and 
observability of any minimal realization of G eoincide. Denote the indices by 
K 1 >/ ... i> Kin, and set A = diag(z'~l . . . . .  z'~'~). By an argument similar to 
one used in the proof of Proposition 2.1, it suffices to compute dim X al®a~ --asym • 
X al®a~ is completely determined by its upper triangular An element in --asyrn 
part. If G = (gij) the constraints are 
deg gij < Ki + Kj, 
= -g j , .  
This "shows that the diagonal elements g, are odd polynomials of degree 
< 2 K i. The dimension of such a space is clearly K i. Thus we have 
AI®A2 dim Xasy m = K 1 + (K  1 + K2) "~- "'" +(K  1 + Kin) 
+ K2 "]- (K2 Jr- /<3) + "'" +(K2  + Km) 
Jr . . .  
Jr Km_ 1 Jr (Km_ 1 + Kin) 
-+- K m 
= m(K 1 + "'" +Km)  = nm. 
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2: As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, using G = ND -1, we have 
= ND -1 _ ND- I [ )D-1  
= I~D -1 - N - ,D , I~D-1  
= N-* (N* I~-  D*D)D -1. 
On the other hand, starting from G - -N-*D*  and using (2i)* = 2~*, we 
compute 
= N-*D*  - N -*N*N-*D*  
= N- '19"  - N -* f f I *ND -1 
= N-* (19*D - f f l *X)D -1. 
Setting S ~ N*JV - D*/9, and comparing the two representations, we con- 
elude that S* = -S ,  that is S is a skew symmetric polynomial matrix in 
XN,@D , or S ~ XNas~[n~D. Clearly " N*®D G ~ Xasy m , and we have obtained the 
inclusion 
T c In(n, m) c XaNym ~D. 
As both spaces have dimension m, we must have equality. • 
6. THE TANGENT SPACE OF SYMMETRIC 
RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
We denote by Rat~ym(n, m) the space of all symmetric, m × m strictly 
proper real matrix functions of McMillan degree n. Rat~ym(n, m) is a mani- 
fold of dimension (m + 1). We proceed to compute its tangent space. 
Given a nonsingular polynomial matrix D, we define the symmetric 
tensored polynomial model XDY~mD by 
sym ..~_ (e  ~_ XI~@D[~ ~ p)" X~)@D (34) 
Here 2~ denotes the transpose of A. The symmetric rotational model X~ybm ~ D
is similarly defined by 
xS®D = {H ~ x f®D[ I4  = H}. (35) 
sym 
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THEOI~EM 6.1. Let G ~ Rat~ym(n, m), and let 
G = ND -1 = ~)-1~ 
be coprime factorizations of  G. Then: 
1. We have 
. 
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dim X 6®° = n(m + 1) --sym 
x6®D The tangent space 3-of Ratsym(n, m) at G is equal to --sym " 
(36) 
s~tm 
Proof. 1: The spaces J ( /~®D and Xo® D have the same dimension. Thus --sym 
it suffices to compute the dimension of the second space. We assume without 
loss of generality that D is column proper with column indices I( 1 >t "-- >/ 
Kin. The space ~'~ XD® o is completely determined by the upper triangular part 
of its elements. Counting dimensions by rows, we get 
b2/'m 
dim XD® D = [( 1(1 "b I(1) "l- "'" "]-(1(1 + 1(m)] 
+[(1(2 "b 1(2) "1- . . . .  (K2 -[" Kin)] 
+[(1(m q'- 1(m)] 
= (m + 1)(1( 1 + ... +1(m) = n(m + 1). 
2: As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, using ND -1 =/~-1/~, we have 
= I(ID- 1 _ ND-  1E)D- 1 
=/~D-1  _ /~- I /~DD-1  
In an analogous. ~ way, we obtain G =/~-1 (/VD - /gN)  D- 1, and clearly, as 
N = N and D = D, it follows that /9/V -/V/~ is a symmetric polynomial 
matrix. Thus we get 
X/~®D T G Ratsym(n, m) c --sym • 
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We know that dim TGRatsym(n, m) = n(m + 1); there the equality 
T G Ratsym(n, m) = --symXr/9®D 
follows. 
7. RIEMANNIAN METRICS AND SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURES 
A Riemannian metric on a smooth manifold M is a family of inner 
products ( , )x, x ~ M, defined on each tangent space TxM such that 
( , )~ varies smoothly with x ~ M. Thus a Riemannian metric is a smooth 
section, s : M ~ BiI(M), of the bundle of bilinear forms such that, for each 
x ~ M, s(x) is a positive definite symmetric bilinear form. By a partition of 
unity argument such Riemannian metrics exist on every smooth manifold. 
Similarly, a symplectic structure on a smooth manifold M is a closed, 
nondegenerate 2-form w on M. Thus ~o defines for each x ~ M a nonde- 
generate symplectic form o~ : T~ M × T x M ~ R such that deo = 0. Thus, 
symplectic structures exist only on even dimensional manifolds. 
In the sequel we will occasionally ignore the integrability condition 
d~o = 0 for a symplectic structure. We will then refer to this as a formal 
symplectic structure. 
7.1. Riemannian Metrics 
To construct a Riemannian metric on Rat(n, m, p) we have to specify an 
inner product on each tangent space. Let X+ and Y denote the stabilizing 
and antistabilizing solutions of the algebra Riccati equations 
A'X++ X+A - K+BB*X+ + C*C = O, 
AY_+ Y_A* + BB*Y_ -  Y_C*CY_= O. 
Thus X+=X*>0 and Y =Y*+ <0.  Let Y+:= -Y_> 0. Thus Y+=X~ 1. 
By Theorem 3.1, the tangent space T G Rat(n, m, p) decomposes as 
T G Rat(n, m, p) = ~/1 ~ g2, 
where ~l  = { FLapD-1 IL ~ R pxn} and ~'2 = { ~- I~KF  K ~ R"Xm}. We 
define 
(FSlf~D -1 -b D-laItTIT , FS2 dPD -I + o- lx I tT~F)  
:= Tr(S1X+Ig2) + tr(f lX+T~). (3z) 
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Obviously, this defines a positive definite inner product on the tangent space 
TG Rat(n, m, p). Since X+ depends moothly on the realizations (A, B, C), 
this inner product depends moothly on G ~ Rat(n, m, p). Thus it defines a 
Riemannian metric. This metric coincides with the Riemannian metric pro- 
posed by Delchamps (1986). We will refer to this as the Riccati based 
Riemannian metric on Rat(n, m, p). Note that the subspaces ~'1 and ~/2 are 
orthogonal to each other with respect o this Riemannian metric. 
7.2. Symplectic Structure 
We show now that, for the case m = p, each tangent space of Rat(n, m, p) 
can be endowed with a nondegenerate symplectic form. Since 
dim Rat(n, m, m) = 2nm, the space Rat(n, m, m) is even dimensional. Thus, 
in this case, there is no dimensional obstruction to the existence of a 
symplectic structure. 
To define a formal symplectic structure on Rat(n, m, m) we once again 
consider the direct sum decomposition (21) of T c Rat(n, m, m). We then 
define, for m = p, 
(FSl(I)D -1 + D-lXItT1T, FS2OD -1 + F l ,T2r> = tr(SiT 2 -- $2T1). 
(38) 
Note that this yields a well-defined, nondegenerate bilinear form on 
T c Rat(n, m, m) which is alternating. Thus we have a symplectic structure on 
T c Rat(n, m, m) which varies smoothly with G ~ Rat(n, m, m). We refer to 
this as the constant symplectic structure on Rat(n, m, m). Note that we have 
not verified that this actually defines a symplectic structure, i.e. that the 
integrability condition d to = 0 holds. 
7.3. Symplectic Structure on Rat(n) 
A problem with the above formal symplectic structures on Rat(n, m, m) is 
that it is difficult to compute them more explicitly. Thus, in this subsection 
we explore some possibilities to define a symplectic manifold structure on the 
set Rat(n) of scalar real rational transfer functions. This makes contact with 
the work of Brockett and Faybusovich [1991] as well as Atiyah and Hitchin 
[1988]. In these papers a certain symplectic manifold structure on Rat(n) is 
defined, which has a resemblance to the symplectic structure (55) defined 
below. As we shall see, Bezoutians play a significant role in defining symplec- 
tic structures. 
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There are at least two different ways to define a symplectic structure on 
Rat(n). The first construction uses the fact that the tangent bundle T Rat(n) 
is trivial. The construction goes as follows. 
7.3.1. Trivialization Method. Consider the smooth trivialization of the 
tangent bundle 
T Rat(n) = U {g} × Tg Rat(n) 
g ~ Rat(n) 
via 
z :  Rat(n) × R zn ~ T Rat(n) 
:= (g ,  
Here [~r] = (zr 0 . . . . .  ¢r2,_1) r denotes the coefficient vector of any polyno- 
mial ¢r of degree ~< 2n - 1. It is easily seen that T defines a diffeomor- 
phism which maps each fiber {g} × R 2" of the projection map pr 1 : Rat(n) × 
R 2n --* Rat(n) linearly isomorphically onto {g} × Tg Rat(n). Using this trivial- 
ization of the tangent bundle, it follows that every formal symplectic structure 
on Rat(n) is uniquely given by a smooth map 
~:  Rat(n) ~ A2(R ~n) 
of Rat(n) into the linear vector space of 2n × 2n skew symmetric matrices. 
Actually, in order to define a formal symplectic structure, we have to impose 
the additional nondegeneracy ondition that l~(g) is invertible for all g 
Rat(n). Given such a smooth map l~:Rat(n)---)AZ(R2"), satisfying the 
nondegeneracy condition, we define a symplectic structure on Rat(n) as 
1"1 71"2 / := (39)  
It is immediately checked that this defines a nondegenerate, alternating 
bilinear form on TgRat(n) and thus a formal symplectic structure on Rat(n). 
Conversely, every formal symplectic structure on Rat(n) is of this form. 
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7.3.2. Diffeomorphism Approach. This approach depends on the fact 
that Rat(n) can be identified with an open subset of R ~". In this way a 
splitting of the tangent bundle 
T Rat(n)  = X ~ X* 
is induced from any decomposition R z" = R" × 1~ n. Explicitly, consider the 
cliffeomorphism 
f :  Rat(n) ~ R" × R", 
n /Enl) 
a ~' [a]  
which assigns to every rational function g = n/d  the coefficient vectors 
[n],[d] of n and d. Thus for n(z) = E~-~njz j, d(z) = " ~; .od jz ,  d. = 1, 
we have f = (f~, f~) with 
=In l=,n ,  . . . . .  "n 
n)  d T 
f l  ~ := [d] = (d  o . . . . . .  -1) • 
Obviously the image M =f(Rat(n))  of f is an open subset of R 2n. To 
compute the derivative of the map 
Tgf: Tg Rat(n) ~ R 2n 
at a tangent vector 7r/d 2 ~ Tg Rat(n), we choose any smooth curve t 
n(t ) /d( t )  ~ Rat(n) such that 
n(0)  n 
d(0) = 2 = g' (i) 
hd -nd  n'(O)d(O) - n(O)d'(O) 7r 
d~ = d(O) 2 = d--- 2 . (ii) 
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Thus n(t)/d(t) ~ Rat(n) is chosen such that its derivation at t = 0 coincides 
with 7r/d 2. Such curves clearly exist. Then we compute 
d( t )  11,=0 
d d 
= [~1, 
( ,~-  rid) 
= rgf~ 
d (n(t)  
-- [d], 
Thus the derivative Tgf: Tg Rat(n)--* R 2" assigns to each tangent vector 
7r/d z the pair of coefficient vectors ([h], [d]) of the unique polynomials h, d 
of degree < n such that ~r = hd -nd  holds. Equivalently, 
T~f(-~)= [n]t:Res(d,-n)-lDr]. 
Pick any smooth map lq : M --* A2(R 2") such that, for any g ~ M, a (g)  
defines a nondegenerate, alternating bilinear form on R 2n. Thus 1~ defines a 
formal symplectic structure on the open subset M c R 2". We can pull back 
this structure, via f ,  to a formal symplectic structure on Rat(n). Explicitly, 
define 
71" T/" 2 > ~,  ~2 = D1]~Res(<-n) la(g)Res(<-") '[~2]" 
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Again this defines a formal symplectic structure on Rat(n). For example, if
l~(g) = (21  0/), g~Rat (n) ,  
then we obtain the induced symplectic structure on Rat(n) given by 
nes(d~'_-n)- l(  01 I )aes (d , -n )  -1 
- 0 
Now, using wedge product notation, the skew symmetric matrix 
(o 0'I 
corresponds to the 2-form 
w  ,e(O 
arp, ^ @,, 
i=i 
J ), with j given by (50), corresponds to
~ dpi A dqn-i+l. 
i=1 
In general, every 2n × 2n skew symmetric matrix 
we have the associated 2-form 
C :¢ ~ -C ,  
+ ~ci,j(p,q) dqiAdqj. 
i <j 
So it is easy to change language, if necessary. 
7.3.3. Symplectic Structures and Bezoutians. Here we show how to 
construct an honest symplectic structure (i.e. one satisfying the closedness 
condition do) = 0) on Rat(n) via Bezoutians. Let g = n/d ~ Rat(n) denote 
~.ai,~(p,q) dpiAdpj + ~ ~bi,j(P,q) dpiAdq~ 
i<j i=1 j=l 
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a strictly proper transfer function of McMillan degree n. Let 
X d:= ~ ~R(z )  degTr<n (40) 
denote the rational model space associated with the monic polynomial d. 
Thus X d is a real vector space of dimension . From Theorem 3.1 we know 
that the tangent space of Rat(n) at g is Tg Rat(n) = X d2. We have already 
seen how to split the tangent space X d~ into a direct sum of two n-dimen- 
sional subspaces. Here we give a different, more direct, construction. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. For any g ~ Rat(n) there is a direct sum decomposi- 
tion of  the tangent space Tg Rat(n) as 
TgRat(n) =X d ~ g . x d. (41) 
Proof. Every tangent vector of Tg Rat(n) is of the form 1r/d ~ for a 
unique polynomial 7r ~ R[ z] of degree < 2 n. By coprimeness of n and d 
there exist unique polynomials a=, b= ~ R[ z ], both of degree < n, with 
• r = a~n + b~d. (42) 
Thus 
7r b~ a~ xd 
d-- ~ = --~ + g--d- ~ ~ ~ gX d. (43) 
Conversely, if a/d ,  b /d  ~ X d then (an + bd) /d  2 ~ X d~. The result follows. 
Actually, as the polynomials a~, b~ appearing in the above proof vary 
continuously with It, the splitting of Tg Rat(n) into subspaces X d and gX d is 
continuous in g ~ Rat(n). Thus this decomposition defines a topological 
splitting of the tangent bundle T Rat(n) into subbundles. There is a natural 
symplectie structure associated with this tangent bundle decomposition. This 
is where the Bezoutian enters the stage. By coprimeness of n and d, for each 
pair of polynomials 7r 1, 1r 2 ~ R[z] of degree < 2n, there exist polynomials 
a i, b i of degree < n such that 
7r i = aid - bin (44) 
for /  = 1,2. 
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Let Res(d, n) denote the resultant matrix. Thus Res(d, n) is a 2n X 2n 
do no 
dm 
matrix of the form 





For any polynomial a(z) = Y'.~oai z let [a] := (a 0 . . . . .  ak) r ~ R k+l denote 
the vector of coefficients. Then from (44) we obtain 
(,a,) 
[Tr, l : Res(d , -n )  [b, ' i : 1,2. (46) 
Therefore, for i = 1, 2 
([a']) =Res(d'-n)-l['n'i]'[b,] (47) 
Let J ~ R n × n denote an arbitrary invertible matrix. Then 
.1  := Res(d'-~.-n)-t ( 0 J)Res(d,-n) -1 (48) 
_ j r  0 
is an invertible 2n X 2n skew symmetric matrix. Thus 
-~ ,  ~2 '= [~ l lTa j [~21 = [a~l~][Gl - [b'lT1[a~l (49) 
defines a nondegenerate, alternating bilinear form on X d~ and therefore a
symplectic structure on the tangent space. 
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By specializing the n × n matrix J, various choices of symplectic struc- 
tures on Tg Rat(n) are obtained. To connect up with Bezoutians we choose 
I = 
0 0 ... 0 1 
0 0 ... 1 0 
0 1 -.. 0 0 
1 0 ... 0 0 
(5o) 
Using a result of Kravitsky (1980) (see also Helmke and Fuhrmann, 1989), we 
have 
where B(d, n) denotes the Bezoutian (see Helmke and Fuhrmann, 1989). 
Therefore, in this case 
0 B(n,d) -1 ) 
~I= _B(n,d)- i  0 
(52) 
and the above symplectic structure on Tg Rat(n) is 
d 2 '  d 2 :~..~- [17.1] T 0 B(n, d)-i 
-B (n ,d )  -1 0 
(53) 
Note that the inverse of a Bezoutian is a Hankel matrix. Explicitly 
B(d,n) -1 =H,, , 
where Hn(a/d) denotes the n × n Hankel matrix associated with the rational 
function a/d. Here a is the uniquely determined solution of the Bezout 
equation an + bd = 1 which has degree < n. Thus we could also express 
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the symplectic form as 
d 2 '  d 2 :~. [,T/.1]T 0 Hn(a/d ) [7r2]" 
-Hn(a/d  ) 0 
(54) 
We can now state and prove our main result of this section. 
THEOREM 7.1. The 2n × 2n Bezoutian type matrix 
0 B(n,d)  -1 ) 
~1 = _B(n ,d )_ l  0 
(55) 
defines a symplectic structure on the tangent spaces Tg Rat(n), g = n/d. 
Moreover, it defines an exact, and hence closed, nondegenerate differential 
2-form on Rat(n). 
Proof. We have already seen that f/1 defines a nondegenerate symplec- 
tic structure on Tg Rat(n) and thus defines a nondegenerate differential 
2-form to 1 on Rat(n). It remains to show that to I is exact, that is, o91 = da, 
for a smooth 1-form ot on Rat(n). Let pi:Rat(n) -+ R, qj :Rat(n) ~ R, 
where 
pi(n/d) := coefficient of z i-1 in n (z ) ,  
q,(n/d) := coefficient of z j-1 in d (z )  
(56) 
for i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. By differentiation of these functions we obtain the smooth 
1-forms dpi: Tg Rat(n) ~ R defined by 
(z J_l){1, 
dp~ 7 = O, j¢ i ,  
and dqi:Tg Ra(n)  ~ R defined by 
(5s) 
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Thus dpl . . . . .  dpn , dql . . . . .  dq, form a basis of smooth exact 1-forms on 
Rat(n) which is dual to the basis {d -1, zd -1 . . . . .  zn - ld  -1, nd -2, nzd -2, 
. . . .  nz n- 1d-Z} of the tangent space. 
We can decompose any tangent vectors ~, 7/~ Tg Rat(n) with respect o 
the above basis of Tg Rat(n) as 
¢ = ~ ~i (1) zi-1 zi - ln 
d - ~ ¢~) d 2 i=1 j= l  
n = ~ n~ "z'-I z'-l---~n 
d - ~"'O)~' d ~ i=1 j= l  
Then, for i ~ j, the wedge product of dpi and dqj is 
dp, ^  @j( ¢, n) = dp,¢ e) ~qj(~) - dp,(~) @j(~:) 
= ~i(1)~j(2) __ ~j(2)T/(1) 
On the other hand, by the definition of the symplectic form ~ 1, we have 
~1( ~, 71) = [a l ] r J [bz]  - [b l ] r j [a2] ,  
with 
[al l  = " , [b,] = 







al b in  a2 b2n 
d d 2 ' ~ d d 2 " 
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Thus 
[a l ]T j [b2 l_ [b l ]T j [a2]= ~ (~(1)~(2)hi " ln- i  +1 --~i(2)'y/n(12i 4- 1) 
i=1 
= ~ dpi A dqn_j+ 1( ~, 7). 
i= l  
Therefore 
~1 = ~ dPi A dq._j+ 1 
i=1 
= ~d(p idq~_ j+ l )=do l  (59) 
i=1 
is an exact 2-form on Rat(n) with a = ~~'=1Pi dqn-j+r 
Of course, we can also consider other choices of symplectic forms on 
Rat(n). Whether or not these symplectic structures actually define closed 
differential 2-forms has to be seen in each case individually. A number of 
such possible choices for symplectic forms are 
0 B(n, d)-' ) 
~1 = -B(n ,  d) 1 0 ' 
o B(n,d)) 
~2 = -B(n ,d )  0 ' 
0 U(n /d )  ) 
~3 = -H(n /d )  0 ' 
0 B (a ,d ) )  
~-~4 = -B (a ,d )  0 ' 
°, '0) 
Of course, all these choices define nondegenerate alternating bilinear forms 
on each tangent space. Moreover, they vary smoothly with g ¢ Rat(n). The 
problem remains to check if they yield all closed 2-forms on Rat(n). 
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